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EDITORS’ NOTE

The Carl was established in 1999 as The
Carletonian’s biweekly arts and culture supplement.
It is published the Friday of second, fourth, sixth and
eighth week.

Please send all inquiries, letters-to-the-editor, care
packages, etc. to:

The Carl / Carletonian Office
Sayles 210
300 North College Street
Northfield, MN 55057

CARLMAGAZINE.COM

There are things The Carl doesn’t have. Will never have. We lack the
production values of The Lens, the spiritual center of Unashamed, the
obits section of The Voice. But it’s our humble opinion that as a source
on campus culture, you, reader, could do no better. The tone’s wry or
detached sometimes, sure -we haven’t really felt anything in years- but
the foundation of our magazine is Carleton pride. We are, after all, the
only campus publication boasting an editor who pooped in his/her hand
in the name of school spirit. (Freshmen, ask a junior or senior.) This
issue, we continue to honor our commitment to campus culture with the
first ever in-depth history of Carleton bathroom graffiti. We didn’t forget
Valentine’s Day, either; turn to the Society section for dating tips and
advice on doing it long distance (sustaining a relationship, creep).

Want more? There’s extensive coverage of the upcoming House of
Seven Gables, Carleton’s most prolific singer-songwriter, Aaron
Kaufman, sizing up his YouTube doppleganger, and some crap in the
Doormat.

It’s almost enough to make you forget that Carleton University has-
n’t written us back yet.

- Greg Hunter, on behalf of the Executive Editors
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1. Twitter me!
2. You make me gay
3. Wanna bone?
4. I can haz valentine
5. No pressure here, but just to double-check, would
you be comfortable if we took this a little further?

“Will you pay me to be your voice
to the students? - I’ll be the face,

you’ll be behind the glass.”
-Eb Amaefuna ‘12

THE PHOTO POLL

What do
you have to
say to the
trustees?

“Bring back the penis!”
-Hal Edmonson ‘09

“Hug and kisses for the trustees
on this Valntine’s Day xoxo”
- Sonya Krishnan and Peter

Ladner ‘10

“I feel like you treat Carleton more as
a business than a college”
- Andrea Rockwood ‘10

“Please don’t look at YouTube
videos of Ebony”

-Brendan Cassidy ‘11

THE SCHILLOMETER

Bald Spot Reflecting Pool

Chris Brown

Nadya plus 14?

Greenwars, again?

World’s Greatest Athlete
smokes up

THE TOP FIVE

Failed Candy Heart Messages

Rihanna

Carls are the first to admit that they go to school in a pretty small town,
which makes it all the more sad when frosh pretend to know something about it.
At this point, most frosh have been to Chapati on parents’ weekend, Hogan's on
someone's birthday, and remember Sweet Lou's--apparently providing them with
an intimate knowledge of the local scene. They have walked by Blue Monday's
enough to feel like they've been inside, and the few that actually have ventured
in "really want one of those t-shirts," regardless of the fact that they probably
don't like coffee yet. The names "The Rare Pair" and "Kurry Kabob" sound famil-
iar, but they couldn't tell you exactly where they are located. Amongst them-
selves, they throw around local restaurants and businesses as though they grew
up in Musser, and sound shocked when one of their classmates admits his or her
ignorance: "How do you not know where Econo is?!", "You've never been to
Ragstock?!" They openly fantasize about the day they'll be able to go to the
"happy cow or whatever...that will be so awesome!" If you happen to be an upper-
classman and overhear frosh discussing Northfield, it's best not to point out how
little they know—just invite them to a party at your apartment in town, and don't
be surprised if they can't make it.

BY LILY SCHIEBERStuff Freshmen Like
#42: Pretending to Know Northfield
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The Vagina Dialogues BY EMILY KAWALER
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So you are stuck in Minnesota for Valentine’s
Day. Honestly, that sucks. But, imagine if your
sweetheart wasn’t stuck in Minnesota with you.
When ‘You’re so far away’ isn’t just a metaphor for
a crappy boyfriend, things can be difficult, espe-
cially on February 14th.

Sure, you could send a teddy bear from the
bookstore that says “Someone at Carleton loves
you!”, but how fun is that? Flowers are another
option; one that is about as original as a reality TV
show about Americans who have talent.

Fortunately, evolving technology is working to
solve these problems, allowing people to stay in
touch with their significant others from far away
in more exciting ways.

The VIO (Virtual Intimate Object) – Kind of like a
Facebook poke, but cooler. Downloaded online,
the VIO is a red dot that appears on your desktop.
It fades to transparent over time, but reddens
again when your significant other clicks on his or
her own dot, displayed on a computer screen far
away. Grade: Sweet (and free)

One2One – If seeing your significant other come
online on a computer screen doesn’t cut it any-
more, this is the gift for you. A pink flower, wire-

lessly synched to your computer, rises out of a
flower pot when a long-distance partner becomes
active online and disappears again when he or she
goes idle or logs off. Grade: Cute

The Hug Shirt – Designed to do for touch what the
webcam did for sight. While wearing the shirt,
one partner applies pressure to it. Sensors sewn

into the fabric pick up the pressure and location
of that touch and communicate it to the other
shirt via Bluetooth and cell phone messages. The
other partner’s Hug Shirt then translates that
message into heat and vibration in the precise
location of the original hug. Basically, you hug
yourself to hug your partner from across the coun-
try. Grade: Adorable

The Kiss Phone – Exactly what it sounds like. The
oral equivalent of the Hug Shirt, kisses are trans-
mitted across cellular networks unfortunately,
that means making out with your cell phone. The
Kiss Phone’s artificial mouth registers the “per-
cussion speed,” “force” and “suction” of a kiss
and reconstructs those factors on another distant
Kiss Phone. Kisses can even be stored for repeat-
ed use. Grade: Creepy as hell

Courting your cutie from across the country is
easier than ever in our technological era.
Valentine’s Day isn’t about the gifts, it’s about
sincere, loving connections. However, these gifts
can help address the lack of physical presence in
a long-distance relationship in an amazing way,
ensuring that the sincere, loving connection stays
strong.

VIRTUAL VALENTINE

LOVE KNOWS NO BOUNDS

BY JORDAN NARVEY

BY ANDREAS STOEHR

TECH TRIXS FOR LONG DISTANCE

I don’t know anything about dating. I just
tumbled into love, and it was a thousand miles
away. It may be strange to have a deep love for
someone you’ve never touched or even been in the
same room with – but if it’s the right someone,
why not? Love conquers all, and several state
boundaries are nothing in the face of our strong
mutual affection.

It can be both strange and wonderful to be in
a long-distance relationship, but it’s certainly not
for everyone. Perhaps the most obvious point will
be a roadblock to many: you can’t have sex. This
doesn’t mean there can’t be a meaningful sexual
aspect to the relationship, and it is an easy form
of birth control, but nonetheless, the lack of
physical intimacy is tough to deal with. The main
focus of a long-distance relationship, rather, is
the emotional bond: since all you really have is
communication, nothing is taken for granted.

Every word is cherished, building a beautiful
framework of closeness and sincere romance.
Gone are the restraints of protocol, any awkward-
ness, or societal influences outside of those
allowed to exist between the two of you. This is
really the beauty of the situation: that the medi-
um in which your love can thrive is the common
language you share.

Another problem in all relationships that is
magnified by distance is trust. If you live across
the country from each other, you have nothing
without trust. Obviously, the pictures you
exchange must be real, and so must the identities
and personalities you put forth. In the midst of my
relationship, the need for trust developed into a
scrupulous, even brutal honesty: I mean, why lie
to someone you really love? Eventually all misun-
derstandings and anxieties give way in the face of
unending, open discussion.

Granted, there are always problems. The dis-
tance leads to questions of why everything has to
be so unfair. And it’s never convenient, because
every mode of communication is unreliable (inter-
net, telephone, even postcards and packages).
Also, there are a number of stigmas against long-
distance relationships: maybe they’re really a
rapist; it’s not really love; you can’t actually know
someone without meeting them first. It can be an
uphill battle to convince other people that your
way of love, if unorthodox, is just as legitimate as
everyone else’s. But if it’s done right, a long-dis-
tance relationship can surpass all of this and give
such a feeling of intimacy and connection that
loneliness ceases to be an issue. It may be hard at
times, but with patience and persistence, you can
find real, lasting happiness.
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have so many years of your life to have sex as
yourself, in your naked skin with your voice and
mannerisms. This Saturday, break out of a rou-
tine (or start one?) by adopting an accent and
an outfit and playing some roles.

It’s alright if you still want to go out to dress
up pretty and go out to dinner and talk about
how much you love each other, but that’s pret-
ty classic V-Day stuff, so when you get home
you should try out something new. Here are
some suggestions; all of the obvious gender
roles can be reversed:

Sex: Role Playing
BY J. WOODCOCK STRONG

Nurse and Patient
You love a woman in a nurse’s uniform, she

loves administering enemas. What could be
more perfect?

Firefighter and Damsel in Distress
This one can really be done with any type of

man and damsel in distress, so you could mix in
some period costumes, braid your hair like a
princess, and rip open your lover’s shirt as they
carry you out of the burning window.

Age-Play
Very Freudian, one of you is the adult and

the other the child. How to elaborate is all you.

Goddess Worship
One of you is a pagan deity. Make sacrifices

of bloody meat to one another?

Owner/Inanimate Object
This one is interesting and seems either

completely non-sexual or all about domination.
It is hard to imagine getting really hot and both-
ered by someone referring to me as their couch
or paperweight, but maybe actions speak loud-
er than words when it comes to household
appliances.

Repairman and Housewife
Incorporate lots of discussion on the size of

various wrenches, and Phillips Head
Screwdrivers.

Gender Play
Trade places with the opposite sex…dress

up, change your voice, and do what they do.
While you can’t complete this physically, it
could be fun to imagine what you would do if
that were possible, and narrate for your partner.

Danger
A website for men suggests buying a squirt

gun to use strategically, handcuffs, and mir-
rored sunglasses for an extra element of danger.
However, they caution, don’t just grab your wife
by the hair and handcuff her to a table after a
long day at work. Good advice.

The same website suggests men make belts
out of bananas and hang them around their
naked bodies, allowing their partners to slowly
eat away the fruit covering. This is a wonderful
image.

ALSO all BIG toys are on sale until tomorrow, Valentines Day, at smittenkittenonline.com

If anyone remembers a wonderful item from a column last year, the Cone (exactly what it
sounds like, in addition to being a lovely pink), it’s on sale for $132. Happy Valentine’s Day!

CARL PERSONALS

NEED A DATE FOR V-DAY? THE CARL HAS
YOU COVERED.

SWF, 20, below average height, violent alco-
holic tendencies. Seeking SWM, 18-25, sim-
ilar. E-mail robertsk or call 401-474-8627.

WANTED: partner to make me a sandwich
after fornication. Will be waiting in 3rd
Myers kitchen at midnight Feb 14th.

Condiments and deli meat will be provided.

WANTED: partner skilled in downward dog.
Come to partner yoga on Sunday from 4:00-

5:30 and I’ll cat-cow for you.

WANTED: Goodlooking boys for roomates.
Have good draw number. Homely girls also

accepted.

WANTED: Hansome boyfriend with good
singing voice for a one, two step.

Love, R.

M4W, 20, Single and loving it. You too?
Fate may be pulling us apart, but I want to

be together. 919.619.1949
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I’m from Canada, so I know a thing or two about
hockey. That’s why I can say with absolute certain-
ty that the Macalaster Scots are nothing but an
embarrassment upstanding and respectable team.

As far as team sports go, I have never seen
another squad that conducts itself in such a bush
league dignified manner, even if they behave like the
criminally insane a little unusually. For example,
last year, the Carleton Chiefs drove up to play at
Macalaster’s home rink late on a Friday night. Their
one eyed Captain Orange Beard coach told us just
minutes before the game that his team only played
little girl non-contact hockey. No hitting? You might
think that contact is an intrinsic part of hockey. Not
for everybody apparently. Macalaster’s team has
more pansies than your local florist an understanding
that this barbarism is archaic and unnecessary. They
play a game that reminds fans of figure skating a
simpler time.

While that may be a bit curious, opponents can-
not dispute the classiness and sophistication of Mac
players, coaches and fans. It is simply nonexistent
refreshing. On top of that, they are ref-paying, puppy
killing, excuse making whiners hard working and
considerate. I mean, sure, we had to beg them to
play contact hockey this year, but when they finally
agreed, they turned out to be dirtier than a porta-
potty toilet seat at an outdoor country music concert
quite skilled hitters.

And even though their team sucks more than a
hotel vacuum doesn’t have the flashiest jerseys or
the most skilled players, the fans display their com-
plete lack of social lives loyalty by showing up at
each game. Because they have nothing else to cheer
about at games they are so creative and intelligent,
fans have even come up with their own way to cele-
brate. They show incredible stupidity unity in count-
ing down to 4:20 every period, and then cheering
wildly. Playing at Macalaster’s arena is like being on
stage at a Dave Matthews Band concert; the fans are
all zombie-like stoners fervent, devoted supporters.

Just last weekend, with Carleton players and
fans looking forward to a classic game of pond hock-
ey, the Scots decided not to show up. They can-
celled just a couple hours before the game, but it
made sense. After all, they were embarrassed about
getting beaten like a red headed stepchild the night
before the ice wouldn’t have been ideal on such a
warm day.

Just because Macalaster is worse than Carleton
in every single way has lost to the Chiefs several
times and displayed some questionable decision
making, the Scots hockey program should be com-
mended. After all, they are still better than the golf
team and their coach, The Crypt Keeper.

Macalaster Hockey: A Real
Joke Tradition

BY JORDAN NARVEY

To celebrate the coming of February 15th’s Eve, I’ve turned my gaze from Maureen Dowd’s intense-
ly sexual New York Times photo to ponder the long-distance relationship. With the butterfly net of my
modest prose, I invite the reader to come frolic with me about the tender meadow of love, as we go a-
netting for that fluttering monarch that is the long-distance union. Yet I must remind you, esteemed
reader, that it is a tricky game to catch the creature, and sometimes we are left with but a single wing
for our troubles. This, I must confess, is where we find ourselves now: with but a wing, but a side, but
a single voice, in a phone call between two members of this blessed, blue-balled union.

Hey, it’s me.
Good, good, really stressed out, but you know, that’s how it goes.
I mean, I got this proj---oh, your mom? Yeah cool, just call me back whenever.

15 minutes later:
Hey! No problem, how is she?
Cool, yeah, I was just saying I’ve got to write this huge essay on the transevolution of the
Plucharcical—what? Right now? Since when do you watch Bravo? You know, this kid from my school
who looks like Superman is on that show. Yeah just call me back when its over.

Distance Makes the Phone Call Longer

45 minutes later…
Hey, no problem…no I didn’t, we don’t get Bravo.
Even if we did, its like a step up from VHI.
I said its like A STEP UP FROM VHI. No, I’ve got
like no service. Don’t worry about it.
Yeah, I miss you too. I know, I’m counting down,
too. Yeah you’re right, its the worst thing ever.
Yeah, Jenny’s totally a bitch, you’re right, not a
good friend. Yep, you’re way hotter.
Oh, not much, just hung out with some friends,
had a few drinks, you know.
No, I wasn’t “blackout.” I knew what I was doing.
Yeah the whole time.
Yeah, they’re all still ugly. Even the athletic girls.
I know, I miss you too.
Saturday? Oh yeah, sorry I just forgot. I didn’t get
your text until the morning.
No, I honestly forgot to call. If I didn’t want to
talk, that’s what I would have said.
Then you should have called me.
I’m not fighting, I’m just responding. You don’t
need to get so—Again?! How many times do you
need to talk to her? I SAID HOW MANY—never
mind, just call me back.

20 minutes later…
Hi.
No, it’s fine. Yes, the right kind of fine. Yeah, I
miss you more. Like, a lot more. Like tons more.
Never mind.
Um, a sweatshirt and long underwear. And smart-
wool socks.
No, nothing else.
Nope, no porn watching, but for the record, its
still not cheating.
Um, ok, what are you wearing?
Really? Isn’t it cold there? Hm…tell me more.
Reeeeaaally? Hey, how about a video chat?
I am connected, it says your not. Try again. Nope,
still can’t see you. Nope. Ok yeah, but you’re face
is full of purple spots.
No, I’m not making fun of you, it’s just the wire-
less connection. Your face is spotless. In a good
way.
Are you checking yourself out in the mini box?
Hold on, I’ve got a call. Just one second.
It’s your mom.

Alex Gibson overhears one side of a long-distance relationship
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Valentine’s Day is coming up. I don’t know how this holiday is for you, but when the words
“Valentine’s Day” are uttered, around 95% of the people I know get a look of profound horror on their
faces. Those looks are usually immediately followed by vomiting noises. Enough said.

So, as another Valentine’s Day approaches, and the gagging around me grows more frequent, I
decided that this is just not how this year should go. Thus, I compiled a list of things that you, per-
sonally can do to make this Valentine’s Day if not totally pleasant, then at least not vomit-worthy.

20 Ways to Soothe
those Valentine Woes

BY SASHA KOROBOVA
WITH CONTRIBUTIONS FROM JOHANNA LEVY AND AMANDA ZOCH

1. Do not feel compelled to dress in pink or red in
accord with tradition. On the other hand, do not
dress in black in protest. By doing either you are
making the holiday into a big deal.

2. Buy yourself all the things that you wish some-
one else would buy for you. Get yourself anything
that floats your Valentine’s Day boat, be it bou-
quets of flowers or a first edition of War and Peace
on eBay.

3. Plan an all-day activity with people you have no
romantic interest in. This suggestion gives you
leave to go to dinner to the cities with your
friends, or to organize an anti-drug rally at the
Northfield Junior High. In either case, you’re busy
and you’re not with people you’re into.

4. Have a random hook-up. Timeless panacea,
right?

5. Rent a significant other. This idea has served
as a solid plot-line for many a Lifetime and ABC
Family movie, and is thus a remarkably good idea.

6. Have a party that will turn into an orgy. The
desired result can be guaranteed by inviting
strangers, turning off all the lights, and playing
seductive Akon tunes such as “Love Right Now
(Na Na Na)” or “I Wanna Love You.” With the
right amount of booze there’s only way this gath-
ering will go.

7. Don’t get out of bed. In “Thank You” Dido won-
ders why she “got out of bed at all.” Don’t won-
der.

8. Lure and trap your potential mate in an eleva-
tor in which you strategically plant a boom box.
Then proceed to play Flo Rida’s “Elevator” on
repeat while dancing suggestively. Hopefully the
apple of your eye will be so impressed by your
unique courting skills they won’t be able to resist
you.

9. Have you tried Amaretto mixed with grenadine
and Sprite? It’s delicious! Plus you may find the
holiday to be somewhat amusing if it’s a bit hazy.

10. Ask the object of your affection out first thing
in the morning via all possible modes of commu-
nication: email, Skype, Facebook, phone call, text
message, mailbox letter, etc. Doing this will
ensure that you get to them first, and we all know
that the multi-prong attack is always a great idea.

11. Spend the evening catching up with friends
from other schools on the phone at a cozy restau-
rant. You will enjoy delicious food, a warm con-
versation, and annoy the crap out of all the cou-
ples around you.

12. When you see a cute couple together walk
right between them, take their hands, and suggest
a threesome.

13. Tell everyone you know that your old flame
has spontaneously flown in to visit you, and that
you are meeting them for a romantic dinner in the
cities. This offers you an excuse to leave campus
without making it look like you’re avoiding the
holiday.

14. “Contract” a mysterious illness. Cough, spit,
and swear uncontrollably. Everyone will be too
busy freaking out about you to remember what day
it is.

15. Bake a cake out of rainbows and smiles.

16. Put on an impromptu performance of Romeo
& Juliet with your friends in Sayles.

17. Get up early in the morning and decorate the
campus with divorce rate statistics for each of the
50 states.

18. Think of all the things about yourself that you
love. Really. Remembering what makes you you is
absolutely critical to feeling good. Then actually
do something that makes you feel good, be it
going for a run, painting your toes, or watching
Scrubs.

19. There are strip clubs in the city.

20. Think back to the days when Valentine’s Day
was special for everyone: elementary school. Take
a trip to Econo and buy a large pack of Aladdin-
themed Valentine’s Day cards. Then, write them
out to all your friends and acquaintances. Or if
you’re not feeling that ambitious, don’t sign the
cards at all. Just strategically position yourself
outside of Sayles and hand them out to people as
they walk by. This way, you get to do something
for Valentine’s Day and everyone else reaps the
rewards.
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Romantic Reads:
Carls curl up with unassigned lit

BY MANDY ZOCH AND ALEX SCIUTO

Not quite best-selling author Lauren Wilde gave me just what I needed
on a lonely Tuesday night: Rapture’s Revenge. Oh yes. A book with taglines
like “She’d hate him without end,” “He’d punish her forever,” and “She’d
never forgive him for forcing her love!” could only lead to one thing: intense
pleasure, and though the sex is not as kinky as those taglines might sug-
gest, there’s plenty of it, and really, what more could anyone want? With
ships, disguises, and lots of love, it’s basically a steamier version of
Twelfth Night. Mahogany haired beauty Leigh O’Neal disguises herself in
boy’s clothing to stow away on a ship to England. Too bad the sexy beast
of a captain, Matthew Blake, finds her and discovers that she’s really
*gasp* not an incredibly effeminate boy, but a sexy Irish-American virgin.
Because he’s been humiliated in front of his entire crew for not recogniz-
ing a woman, Matt decides to punish Leigh by making her clean his room
and have sex with him, apparently two of the more severe punishments for
sailors on his ship. Leigh becomes powerless under his tantalizing caress-
es, but when she finds out he’s a pirate, she’s disgusted. What? She’s not
into him because he’s a pirate? I guess a $3 dollar romance novel can’t be
expected to be perfect, but even if Rapture’s Revenge isn’t your own par-
ticular romantic fantasy, reading it will probably be a lot better than what-
ever else you were going to do, alone, on Valentine’s Day.
-MZ

My relationship with the romance novel genre began two years ago when
my sophomore RA began Seductive Sundays. In lieu of a study break, five or
six of us gathered in the Evans’ first floor lounge and took turns reading
pages to each other. One chapter a week, each week. Because we read the
books aloud and in chunks, we needed our titles to be low in plot but high
in juicy scenes that could be read aloud and whose details could be reveled
in. Enter Harlequin’s Blaze series. The entire series promised quick passion-
ate hook-ups. No chivalry, no Forevers Loves, No poofy dresses and hot
damsels in distress. Last week I picked up Under the Influence, one of
Blaze’s more popular novels (because it’s at Target). The plot: stiff, ambi-
tious, efficiency-expert Natalie goes to a small beach town, meets a guy and
has torrid sex. The guy, Johnny, also has friends. They have sex too. The plot
is simple. Natalie, the eficiency-expert, has everything in the world—she’s
the youngest consultant at her high powered consulting firm, she’s got an
expense account—except love. She used to have a lover, his name was
Frederick. And while he never makes an appearance in the plot, he is one of
my favorite characters. He’s smart: He took a job in Geneva and broke up
with Natalie. He has no sex drive: He saves time by not engaging in sex. And
he has a small penis: because Natalie just comes out and says that fact
about him.

I really thought I could say more about it. But there’s nothing else to say.
-AS
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BY KYLE KRAMER AND MATT PIEH

Celebrity is an achievable goal on a campus of
two thousand people, but ubiquity is something
that few can claim. Those who can, though, have
a legacy that reaches far beyond name recogni-
tion; they are Carleton’s heroes, the stuff of cam-
pus lore, the gods of that campus Valhalla known
as the men’s bathroom.

The names form an epic lineage: Vinayak,
Benny Goldberg, and Kyia. Loyal bathroom-goers
are aware that “Vinayak is indifferent to fair trade
coffee” and that “Benny Goldberg snorted coke
off of Kyia’s tits at a rave in Ibiza,” but little is
known about the figures behind the graffiti. More
obscure yet is the lineage itself: Who predated
Kyia? What started the canonization of Carleton
figures? Where were the girls in all of this? In a
search that took The Carl on a journey through
Carleton lore, Carleton publications, a number of
bathrooms, and even into the very bowels of
Carleton’s graffiti underworld, its tunnels, the
facts have finally been unearthed.

Carleton has long had a legacy of graffiti in
bathrooms and its famous tunnel system, a fact
that was perhaps first publicly noted in a 1973
investigative report in The Carletonian. It has
always been an erudite art, with early examples
quoting Mark Twain, Goethe, and Jean Paul Sartre
in French, as well as referencing figures such as
Oedipus. In fact, the statement “Oedipus is a
mother-fucker” is the first documented use of the
Person is Fact syntax for graffiti, although it does
not figure into The Carl timeline since Oedipus is
not a Carleton alumnus.

Interesting as Carleton graffiti was in the early
era, though, it does not seem to have canonized
many figures. Unfortunately, the evidence from
this era is limited, as efforts to eradicate graffiti
have consistently kept the palette fresh in the
bathrooms. In a foray into Carleton’s tunnel sys-
tem, though, The Carl research team uncovered
disappointingly few figures. Notables were “Dr.
Who,” who purportedly “does it with a sonic
screwdriver,” “Karina,” who “Carleton lives with,”
and Patty Mitchell, who “doesn’t opt[unclear] it.”
The only name with repeated mentions was a fig-
ure named Lloyd, also identified as Lloyd Cags,
who “wants to talk to [covered by “Alarmed Door”
sign].” None of the figures mentioned seems to
have emerged as a dominant campus meme. Patty
Mitchell, when reached for comment, had only

vague recollections of her graffiti presence. Lloyd
Cags does not appear to ever have existed.

The last documentation of the pre-Kyia era of
Carleton graffiti is in a 1999 Carletonian article,
which observed the hilarity of bathroom graffiti,
and its scarcity in women’s bathrooms, but con-
tributed little to the general knowledge of bath-
room notables.

“The graffiti produced was predominantly
concerned with sex, drugs, or violence,” noted
Carletonian writer Zach Seder, also mentioning
that girls seemed to be “all business” in the bath-
room. The only character mentioned was
“Alexander Supertramp,” who, apparently,
“lives.”

In other words, the scene was ripe for a hero
to arrive, to assume the mantle of Carleton’s first
and only graffiti superstar. That year was the
freshman year of a character named Kyia, who
would rise in Carleton lore like none before him
had ever done.

“When I came to Carleton, in September
2000, the most tagged guy was Kyia” observed
Aaron Leconte, ’04, who would later play a
major role in the development of the graffi-
ti lineage at Carleton. Kyia, whom a CLAP
submission from the era described as a
“player king,” was also depicted by
The Carl as a figure who wore “pink
linen pants” and “a belt made
entirely of shark’s teeth.” It was
common knowledge that he had
spent some time in Ibiza, and he
was rumored to be the campus

cocaine dealer. In fact, two sources men-
tioned that he famously would wear white
whenever he had received a new shipment of
coke. The most salient thing about Kyia,
though, was that he, as Leconte claims,
“was an object of scorn.”

“I believe most of the graffiti was writ-
ten by a select few, mostly 'haters' that I
never really knew,” says Kyia, and the
record confirms this.

“Kyia was a unique human being.
You have to be unique to be hated by so
many people,” quipped Alex Masulis in
a 2003 Carl column. Some of the
poignant barbs leveled against Kyia
include that he “lets the water run
when he brushes his teeth” and
that he “is a series of tubes.”
Yet Kyia’s status

VViinnaayyaakk  wwaass  
bboorrnn  iinn  tthhee  ttuunnnneellss
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would not be secure forever, especially following a
suspension in 2002.

“With everyone's-favorite-graffiti-target, Kyia,
having been kicked out due to plagiarism, some-
one needed to fill the void. That now legendary
man was Benjamin Isaac Goldberg. When the
people of Carleton demanded someone to stand
up and take Kyia's place as Carleton's most
despised student, Benny declared that he should
be that student,” noted Ari Guha, ’03, who, along
with Aaron Leconte, helped start the Benny
Goldberg phenomenon.

“Benny spent his junior year abroad in
England and had requested that we start a graffi-
ti-writing campaign on his behalf, so that he could
return to Carleton as hated as Kyia once was. The
hope was that students who were freshman the
year Benny was abroad would already have their
minds made up about Benny by the time he was
back on campus,” says Guha. The group of friends
behind the Benny graffiti may have set out with
the goal of character assassination, but the focus
began to shift towards a more positive, grandiose
image of the character depicted.

“I changed the tone in the bathrooms: a shift
away from petty Kyia mocking, to a smarter, more
21st century style of graffiti,” claimed Benny,
noting that his name has since appeared on the
rather venerated graffiti premises of Capitol Hill.

“I liked that Benny graffiti eventually took
over that malice and replaced it with a series of
good natured complete and utter falsehoods,”
says Leconte. As Benny assumed the throne,
though, it came at the expense of Kyia, who was
famously dismissed in what is perhaps Carleton’s
most well-known piece of graffiti: “Benny
Goldberg snorted coke off Kyia’s tits at a rave in
Ibiza.” Guha describes this piece as “the conver-
gence of the past and future graffiti kings,” and
Benny Goldberg himself cites it as his favorite
piece of graffiti, noting that it was mentioned in
the Minneapolis City Pages and comes up when
his name is Googled.

Time marches on, however, and Benny
Goldberg left Carleton to “give aca-
demic lectures

about
vaginas,”
leaving room
for a new character
to take his place.

He came onto the scene
with the simple declaration
“Vinayak sucks,” later amended to read
“Vinayak sucks Elise Cordo’s titties,” a mys-
terious statement that would give rise to
Carleton’s most ubiquitous graffiti legend,
Vinayak Jithendranathan.

“The early ones were meant strictly to tease
Vinayak, but it soon evolved into an art form of
saying strange phrases that held some real life
significance,” says one of the earliest Vinayak
graffiti adopters, Braden Schuenke, ’08. Vinayak,
too, had to compete in the bathroom wall arena,
facing off against Big Mo, Bobby Shmitz, and
Benny Goldberg himself for the coveted role of
Carleton graffiti legend. As Schuenke notes, how-
ever, “By the time Vinayak was in power, chal-
lengers had no chance.” Vinayak reflected much
of the graffiti trend that had come before him, but
he exploded in a way that outstripped the scale of
even his most noted predecessors.

“When reading the most recent graffiti, most
reference some current event or are quite out-
landish. However, in the beginning the Vinayak
graffiti referenced actual events during my time at
Carleton,” says Vinayak, echoing the situation of
Kyia and Benny Goldberg. However, Vinayak graf-
fiti has continued to be a worldwide phenomenon,
even reaching the Eiffel Tower, an airport in the
Galapagos, and China.
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“When we started seeing graffiti written by
people outside our group of friends it didn't make
us jealous or upset, we were happy that people
were joining the cause. People were willing to
contribute to our effort. Vinayak graffiti is just
another great project undertaken by humanity,
like the Pyramids or the Great Wall, it's bigger
than the Pharaohs,” claims Schuenke. He is insis-
tent, however, about the uniqueness of the
Vinayak brand.

“One thing that people seem to
miss about Vinayak graffiti is that
it is not Chuck Norris graffi-
ti. Every time my group
of friends saw this
Vinayak Norris graf-
fiti we shook our
heads in disgust
and considered
quitting the
game. The

C h u c k
Norris's have been played
out the world over and even
though Vinayak did take tae
kwon do at Carleton for a term, he is
no Chuck Norris,” Schuenke adds.

Vinayak, who, notably, “coined the term post-
Imus,” “manually flushes automatic toilets,”
“cites Wikipedia,” “goes to Rottblatt for the
shirts,” and “used to be about the music,” gradu-
ated in 2008, and is now studying finance at
Purdue, where, he says, there is no Vinayak graf-
fiti so far.

The post-Vinayak age has yielded a batch of
competitors, although forces seem to be solidify-
ing around Mike Lysonski. It is, of course, too
early to tell who will surface as the next in line,
but certain factors mark notable graffiti person-
ages at Carleton.

“The best graffiti is something unassuming
and just a little strange,” says Schuenke, and
Vinayak says that his unusual name helped spread
his legacy. Aaron Leconte says that making graffi-
ti pertinent to the academic building where it is
makes it more interesting. Ari Guha stresses hard
work in building the ultimate graffiti legend, but
all of them suggested that it was important for
graffiti to continue to develop at Carleton.

“I'd like to see my legacy retire at some point
in time and someone else take my

place,” says Vinayak. With no
current figure at the head

of the phenomenon, the
time is ripe, and the
subject matter

readily available.
Carleton stu-
dents have
started an

undeni-
able graffiti legacy, and

they are in need of a super-
star to continue it.

“I don't think, at least most of the
time, the graffiti writings are really ‘about’ people,
but rather they're an overt expression of the won-
derful nerdiness/silliness of Carleton,” Leconte
surmised. Added Schuenke, “When you can get
complete strangers to join in your cause without
asking, it really shows progress. It speaks for
Carleton that people are risk-takers like that and
willing to anonymously volunteer their efforts to
help others in their endeavors. Vinayak graffiti
artists of today may be some of the greatest
humanitarians and preservers of culture in histo-
ry.”
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The Twin Cities’ punk rock rapper P.O.S. is
back with a vengeance on his new album Never
Better. The album, marked by heavy drumbeats
and an urgency that demands the attention of its
listeners, is an instant hit for this unorthodox rap-
per. Bypassing rap clichés, P.O.S. constructs a
world in which daily life is portrayed in a real and
sometimes harsh light, spitting lyrics that read as
poetry.

Never Better runs the spectrum of emotions,
such as in “Been Afraid”, which tells a poignant
story about love after rape and the complexities of
trust in relationships. P.O.S. seems to stake his
music on human commonalities despite race, gen-
der, and orientations, allowing him to reach a

broader audience. However,
his mastery of words keeps
him personal and conversa-
tional.

The album has an interest-
ing range of sound musically
as well, transitioning from rau-
cous and defiant songs like
“Drumroll” a pseudo-punk
anthem with rapid drum-lines
and spitfire lyrics to the more
polished “Low Light Low Life”
in which P.O.S. grapples with
the impact of the economic
recession on the lower and
middle class.

P.O.S. grew up as Stefon
Alexander in Minneapolis and
initially fell in love with punk
rock. He had been involved
with various hardcore bands
and learned both guitar and
drums before founding along
with some classmates,
Doomtree, an alternative hip
hop collective with a strong
following in the Twin Cities’
formidable hip hop scene. It is

P.O.S.’s punk rock roots that really give Never
Better its unique flavor and sets him a part from
other predictable rappers. P.O.S.’s aesthetic is
pleasantly surprisingly, at times rugged and con-
frontational, but ultimately intriguing even to
someone with no strong ties to hip hop.

A February 28th concert in Minneapolis will
conclude P.O.S.’s two-month tour - a fitting
homecoming after his well-received album release
- and as of now I am going to shamelessly try and
solicit a ride from somebody. Consider this article
just a glorified NNB ad. I can only imagine that if
P.O.S. is half as good in concert as he is on disc
then it will be well worth the $10 dollars, which
is slightly less than a Bon Appétit dinner but pos-
sibly more filling.

Franz Ferdinand burst onto the airwaves in
early 2004 with catchy, clean guitar hooks, fre-
netic rhythms, and an undeniably urbane style.
Spearheading the “Bloc” movement, a nu-wave
disco punk revival that ultimately proved to be a
flavor of the month, Franz Ferdinand were new,
exciting, and suave. As a result, they were
instantly rocketing them into fame. After releasing
a second LP, You Could Have it So Much Better,
in 2004, the most exciting band in dance then
faded into obscurity.

Well, they're back, and, disappointingly,
sounding far more current. The momentum-filled,
guitar-driven rock, reminiscent of nu-wave bands
like The Romantics and Blondie, has faded into
the past and in its place is a bassline driven,
synth-augmented style of dance rock that has
recently come into vogue.

Songs like “Turn it On” and “No You Girls”
seem to promise the consuming guitar rock that
marked Franz Ferdinand’s earlier material. Yet,
while these are by no means bad songs, they lack
the drive of Ferdinand's early work. They’ve lost
their hyperkinetic pace and replaced it with slow-
er, bass-driven sound vaguely reminiscent of
Estelle and Hot Chip. However, Franz Ferdinand
doesn’t quite pull it off. Where they're left is
somewhere in between the retro style their listen-
ers loved and the new dance rock listeners have
become accustomed to. Ultimately, the album
finds them wallowing indecisively, unable to make
a convincing song in either school.

That said, the album is not by any means bad;
the songs are relatively well written, and some-
what danceable. Franz Ferdinand just doesn't
have quite the freshness or originality they once
were known for.

BY KELLY O’BRIEN

FFeeaattuurreedd  RReevviieeww:: P.O.S., Never Better

The recession seems to be a bad time for
everyone, including The Boss. Bruce
Springsteen’s new album Working on a Dream,
ironically, needs a lot more work. As impressive as
it was that he produced the album in just over a
year, Springsteen may have needed some extra
time. 

Springsteen’s “dream” seems to be set back
more in his glory days than in today’s climate.

Songs on the album feature many different, some-
times conflicting harmonic and instrumental ele-
ments. Lyrics that include extended musings of
the items in a supermarket don’t help add the
substantial quality of the album as a whole either.
After 24 albums and almost twice as many years
making music, one would have hoped Springsteen
would have expanded his lyrical repertoire to
include more descriptions on canned produce. 

Still, there are some parts of the album that
do work, including a couple of extended instru-
mental rock riffs. Springsteen also has yet to lose
his political edge (Working on a Dream is dedicat-
ed to the new Obama administration), something
that contributes greatly to his particular rock icon
status, which, as his recent Superbowl perform-
ance showed, is still very much alive despite this
one dead-end dream.

BY KATE MCDONALD

Album Review: Bruce Springsteen, Working On A Dream

BY NOAH SAPSE

Album Review:
Franz
Ferdinand,
Tonight



The Carl asked Carol Donelan, film professor and
CAMS chair, about the music that keeps her on
the move between screenings. Surprisingly few
soundtracks were mentioned.

Current favorite albums,
to be played at TOP
VOLUME while driving
to campus:
- Fleet Foxes, Fleet
Foxes: Throwbacks. Love
this as much as I loved
my America, History:
Greatest Hits album in
seventh grade.
- The Dandy Warhols, Thirteen Tales from Urban
Bohemia
- The Brian Jonestown Massacre, Take It From the
Man!: Ok, I'm way behind, but I just watched a
documentary called DiG!.

Top two albums (vinyl!)
from my college years,
in perpetual rotation on
my Technics turntable
back then:
R.E.M., Reckoning and
Pat Metheny, As Falls
Wichita, So Falls
Wichita Falls

Other favorites:
- Brandi Carlile, “The Story” from The Story:
Crank it up!
- Lucinda Williams, “Mama You Sweet” from
West: A mourning work, holds back and then lets
go. To be listened to while reading Barthes'
Camera Lucida.
- Neil Young, “Harvest
Moon” from Harvest
Moon: Just because
you're old doesn't meant
you can't still be totally
in love.
- Jane Monheit, “Spring
Can Really Hang You Up
the Most” from Dream
With Me: Just love the
clarity of her voice.
- Henryk Gorecki, “Totus Tuus, Op. 60” and the
Robert Shaw Festival Singers: Falling notes, hov-
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AS TOLD TO GREG HUNTER

Very few groups of musicians in contemporary
music are as versatile, talented, or inventive as
The Bad Plus, who are internationally recognized
for their original work as a premier jazz combo.
Their sixth studio release, For All I Care, adds yet
another layer to the strong base of these
Minneapolis natives, by adding local vocalist
Wendy Lewis to their acoustic jazz-trio sound.

The Bad Plus are known for the creative liber-
ties they take in creating jazz renditions of songs
by artists such as Aphex Twin, Ornette Coleman,
Pixies, Rush, Tears for Fears, Neil Young,
Nirvana, David Bowie, Yes, Blondie, Interpol, and
Black Sabbath. For All I Care is entirely a covers
album, adding Wilco, The Bee Gees, Milton
Babbitt, and Heart, among others, to the group’s
list of acts covered. However, with their tradi-
tional jazz set-up, their imaginative ear, and the
addition of singer Lewis, For All I Care might as
well be an original album.

The most notable quality of The Bad Plus is
their musical balance. Though drummer David
King is perhaps the most well-known, their
albums and live performances never have one
member stand out. This quality remains true on
For All I Care, and even with the addition of
Lewis, each instrument is as important as the
next. The album opens with the band’s second
Nirvana cover, “Lithium” (they have previously
covered “Smells Like Teen Spirit”). On the loud-
er, bigger spectacle tracks like the Flaming Lips’
“Feeling Yourself Disintegrate” and Heart’s
“Barracuda,” the musicians add distinct yet har-
monious sounds to the songs, without overpower-
ing one another. Lewis’ flexible and often haunt-
ing voice fits the bands eccentric style and atten-
tion to detail on softer tracks like “Radio Cure” by
Wilco and “Lock, Stock, and Teardrops” by K.D.
Lang. Additionally, the album includes interest-
ing interpretations of two short traditional classi-
cal pieces by Stravinski and Ligeti, these without
the aid of Lewis. Distinct in flavor and notable for
its innovation, For All I Care turns its largely pop
material into an exceptional jazz album.

BY DAN CURME

Album Review:

ering and receding images. Puts me to sleep, in a
good way.

Alternative options for
sleepytime:
- Van Morrison, “On
Hyndford Street” from
Hymns to the Silence:
Beat poetry.
- Thomas Newman,
Angels in America
soundtrack.

Making Lists: Carol Donelan
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It all started when a friend told me he had
found my YouTube doppelganger. I watched David
Choi, with his acoustic guitar and poofy Asian
hair, singing a cover of Britney Spears’
“Womanizer,” and I saw my chances of fame and
fortune as an Asian singer-songwriter fly out the
window in favor of this guy, who has way more
YouTube views than I do.

According to David’s YouTube channel, he
doesn’t perform live, he just records his videos.
So this isn’t so much a review of David’s music as
it is a review of his YouTube music videos. Along
with every other musician on YouTube (myself
included), Choi’s videos are almost all of him
singing into his MacBook’s iSight camera in his
bedroom or the living room or the hallway. On
some of his newer videos he started experimenting
with iMovie (Look! Now there are 4 pictures in
one!), but they’re mostly straightforward. And
there’s some appeal to that. You get to watch
David sitting in his bedroom wearing a sleeveless
shirt serenading you with his latest Britney Spears

cover (he has 3).
Unfortunately for David, the majority of his

most viewed videos are covers. His most popular
original songs are comedic. He has a love song to
YouTube, a song called “Fart” (which has a free
MP3 download in case you’re interested), a song
about a girl who picks her nose, and some song
where he plays banjo with some girl, but mostly
people just like to watch his cover songs. That’s
ok, because I actually really like some of his cov-
ers. He does a good job with Britney’s
“Womanizer,” and Coldplay’s “Viva La Vida.”
However, for every one of his covers that are good,
he also covers some extremely cliché songs, such
as Green Day’s “Time Of Your Life” and
Aerosmith’s “I Don’t Want To Miss A Thing.”

So, David, while you’re learning how to play
the song from Armageddon, I’m slaving away writ-
ing my own music. I’m not saying I’m a real artist
and you’re not, but have you heard "All My Life"?
I won an NPR Songwriting Contest with that song,
thank you very much. It was a pretty big deal.

They flew me out to Madison, WI and picked me
up at the airport. And when I’m not writing songs
that appeal to middle school girls, I’m in a band
called Duck Bus. We won Carleton’s Battle of the
Bands last year, David. We don’t write songs
about farts or YouTube, we write songs about
Wunk Engines. Sure, you might have a cover of
“Love In This Club,” but you don’t even do the rap
part. When Duck Bus covers Lil’ Wayne I sure as
hell rap.

But I know when to admit defeat, and if this
is a competition, David Choi beats me hands
down. And to make matters worse, last month,
David, sporting a new moustache, recorded a
cover of K-Ci and Jojo’s, “All My Life.” That damn
K-Ci and Jojo song has haunted me ever since I
made the mistake of giving my song the same title
as the most popular slow dance song of the 90’s.
Now I can’t even claim to be the most popular
Asian singer-songwriter with a song called “All My
Life.” But at least I don’t wear sleeveless t-shirts.

>
=
<
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On David Choi, My YouTube Twin
BY AARON KAUFMAN

Number Of YouTube Subscribers
David Choi: 86,464
Aaron Kaufman: 12

Most Viewed Video
David Choi: "YouTube (A Love Song) -
Original Song - FREE MP3 IN
DESCRIPTIONS!!!!!!!!!"

Views: 2,162,154
Aaron Kaufman: “Whad'Ya Idol --
Aaron Kaufman -- "All My Life"
Views: 3,059

Number Of Asian Parents
David Choi: 2
Aaron Kaufman: 1

David Choi Vs. Aaron Kaufman - By The Numbers
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TThhee  CCaarrll::  You have a long history with theater in
Minneapolis, especially with the Guthrie Theater.
Why choose now to come south and work with
Carleton’s theater department?

John Arnone: I don’t quite see it as a little small
college in the middle of nowhere; I think we’d
have several people up in arms if we described it
that way. Actually it’s six degrees of separation.
My best friends [Guthrie actors] Ray Burke and
Candace Berret live next door to Ruth Weiner and
her husband Carl in St. Paul. On one of the trips
to Minneapolis working at the Guthrie, we were
having cocktails on the porch of Ray and
Candace’s home and Ruth and Carl joined us and
that’s when I met Ruth and Carl. This was very
fortuitous in that over the past year and half I’ve
been pursuing my academic profile aggressively.
I’ve been teaching at Carnegie Mellon in
Pittsburgh, Southern Methodist University in
Dallas specifically, but in the past couple of
years, I’ve enjoyed getting back to the university
and academia and working more and more with
students and their professors. 

CC::  With a play that has never been produced
before, like The House of the Seven Gables, where
do you find inspiration for your set design?

J:  That’s pretty easy. I’ve worked with Barbara
Field before and of course have seen her produc-
tion of Christmas Carol at the Guthrie. I’m always
inspired by Barbara Field’s work. But what I
always do [for any production] is start off with the
space first. During last summer, I was at the
Guthrie and took a trip over to Carleton College. I
was there with our lighting designer and Barbara
Field. And we sat in the space, and I let it soak
in, and they told me how they had used the space
before. When I was in there, it was just a raw
space and you could see it in the round or more
properly I guess in the oval. I thought “Well this
is magnificent just the way it is.” And she was
interested in pursuing this production along those
lines, in the round. I hate to trick up a space too
much. Let’s try not to change the architecture of
the space too much. Let’s use the strength of the
existing architecture itself and build out of there.
Because an audience is sitting in there, a director
is staging in there. You really can’t deny a given.

CC::  How did you approach the challenge of design-
ing for Carleton’s Arena Theater, which is a the-
ater in the round?

J: [My mentor] Garland Wright and I cut our teeth
at Arena Stage in Washington D.C. back in the
80s and early 90s and did every type of play from
Shakespeare to Labiche to Molière in the round.
Plays that were never written to be done in the
round and people said you’ll never be able to
accomplish that in the round. We became by

nescessity proficient. I think to some degree we
rose to a level of sophistacation at times. Based
on the early work I did with Garland Wright in the
round at Arena Stage, I’ve been more than
prepped and conversant in the round. I hadn’t
designed in the round for a long time so maybe I
was just hungry to up the ante a little bit.

CC::  What was especially salient in the text for you
when designing this set?

J: From a practical point of view, you just look at
the locations. They run from a very claustropho-
bic, dark, decrepit, and deterioating interior
which is obviously a reflection and metaphor for
what’s happening in these people’s lives in terms
of their soul, [and] you juxtapose these with the
brightness and the light of the exterior and the
promise that the new blood that’s flowing into the
story vis-à-vis the niece, the young woman that
comes to visit her aunt is allowing for the first
time the windows to be opened, a breath of fresh
air to inhabit the space. It’s a combination of try-
ing to keep it very claustrophic and dark but at
the same time to allow for a lightness or airiness

and an openness that reflects the themes of the
piece.   

CC::  What do you like best about your set design for
The House of the Seven Gables?

J: I would answer that with just the opposite ques-
tion. It’s what I haven’t designed for the scenery
of The House of the Seven Gables. It’s very eco-
nomic and sparse and very skeletal, and the audi-
ence will witness the event while they’re also
looking at the audience witnessing the event
opposite of them, [which] will be resonant and
interesting and perhaps lend some depth to the
evening and support the text. But I think it’s what
I haven’t designed. I haven’t designed the house
of the seven gables. You won’t come and see a
clabbord four wall house. You won’t see gables—
there’s an abstraction of the gables, I’ll admit it—
but I’ve not done realistic scenery. I think not only
am I doing the audience, the script, the director,
and the actors a good service, but I have a feeling
that it might even be interesting to me.

CC::  Are you worried that having the audience face
each other would be distracting from the play?

J: It doesn’t worry me. I harken back to the times
I’ve worked in the round and have been aware of
the audience. The fact of the matter is that if you
even go to a traditional praecenium stage you’re
looking at everyone else in the house, you just
may not be looking at them eyeball to eyeball. But
you’re always aware of an audience observing. If
you carry it to the next logical step, you observing
and you being observed by that same audience is
just another element in the evening. Certainly
there are possibilities of being distracted.
Certainly there are possibilities of your attention
roaming, but I think the pay[off] is the engage-
ment of actually being in an arena where there is
a palpable community identity in terms of the
audience that every audience member is aware of.

C: You mentioned that you start by ‘soaking up’
the space of the theater. The end result is a full
set. How do you get from the feeling to the final
product?

J: I’m a very visual artist and very old school. I get
out the cardboard, the metal, the soldering gun,
the scissors, and glue right from the get go and
start making shapes. To backtrack a bit, the first
thing I do just to become really familiar with the
space is I build the theater house [as a model].

Interview with John Arnone BY ALEX SCIUTO

The most salient detail of John Arnone’s career as a set designer for theater is
his 1993 Tony Award, but behind that single award for his design of the set of
The Who’s Tommy rock musical, lies a career that spans years, genres, and also
geography. From his work as an undergraduate in Dallas to his extensive work in
New York City, Arnone’s career has not been limited to a single city. In 1981,

Arnone first began collaborating with the Guthrie Theater in Minneapolis, and
has designed numerous productions for them including the Guthrie’s upcoming
production A Delicate Balance. This year, Arnone expanded his presence in
Minnesota by designing the sets for Carleton’s upcoming show The House of the
Seven Gables.

Close-up of a model of The House of the Seven Gables set. Set
designed by and model created by John Arnone.
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JOHN ARNONE CONTINUED...

Many play-
wrights have the
unfortunate habit
of being dead.
Others are so
inaccessible that
they might as
well be. As a
result, actors and
directors rarely
get the opportu-
nity to meet the
mind behind
their play,
instead making do with guesswork, study, and
review of previous performances. Fortunately,
Barbara Fields, the playwright behind Carleton’s
adaptation of The House of the Seven Gables, is
only a phone call away if not actually present at
rehearsal.

Fields, perhaps best known for her adaptation
of A Christmas Carol at the Guthrie, began her
adaptation of Nathaniel Hawthorne’s novel a year
ago at Carleton’s commission. Since then, Fields
has worked closely with Carleton students and
faculty on the production, which premieres at
Arena Theater seventh weekend.

The House of the Seven Gables is, as actor
Kristen Johnson says, “an “odd novel to adapt.”
Sometimes light on dialogue, the novel has an
unusually dark beginning in the Salem Witch

Trials combined with a happy ending. There is
mystery, romance, and farce throughout. “It’s
melodrama in the best sense of the word,” says
director Ruth Weiner, Chair of the Theater and
Dance departments. Particularly theater-worthy is
Hawthorne’s cast of characters, minutely-
described and complexly-motivated. Fields’ script
calls for five actors to play all of them.

Carleton students, as usual, are up to the
challenge. Cast members Annelise Lawson, Bill
White, John Trevino, John Christensen, and
Kristen Johnson switch between characters so
quickly that they sometimes have to greet the
character they were playing seconds earlier. One
actor (I can’t tell you who) describes a scene in
which he laughs at a character’s corpse moments
after dying as that character. To make matters
more complicated, each actor is also his own nar-
rator, filling in the exposition Hawthorne didn’t
include as dialogue. To keep the play from getting
too speech-heavy, Weiner has emphasized the
actors’ use of dance-like movements while on
stage. “Watchability” will be key to the success.

The Theater department offered two classes
this term whose work will be incorporated into the
production. In Prop Design, students design and
build all the props needed for the play. While this
might seem easy, Annelise Lawson explains that
choosing and creating props is about more than
achieving a “period look.” Instead, items like
Daguerreotype machines (one of which the stu-

dents actually built) say a lot about the people
and culture that use them. Props, says Lawson,
“bring the world to life.” In Costume Design, stu-
dents incorporate original textiles into period cos-
tumes to create a distinct “look” for each charac-
ter, something that’s important when viewers have
to distinguish amongst the multiple characters
each actor plays. Each costume ideally expresses
something about the characters in both tailoring
and composition. For example, the costume for
the character Phoebe was created using photo-
sensitive dyes to express the “light” in Phoebe’s
nature. Other characters’ wardrobes feature steel
rebar and molding. Due to the frequent character
changes, all costumes have to go on and off
quickly and easily.

Gables also features several theatrical celebri-
ties. Composer and pianist Hiram Titus, longtime
resident composer at the Guthrie, composed the
score for the production and will perform it live.
“It’s amazing,” says actor Bill White. “He’ll just
make something up on the spot, record it, and
then add it to the score later.” Titus is in good
company. Tony-winning scenic designer John
Arnone is designing the sets.

“When is he coming in?” I asked, looking
around at the spindly trees set up in Arena
Theater, wondering if they would block my view.

“He’s flying in to set up next week,” said
Weiner. I can’t wait to see how what he does with
the place.

World Premier: The House of the Seven Gables at Carleton College
BY KRISTEN ASP

A very small picture of Kristen Johnson.

With [Arena Theater] being so complex and being
so involved, it almost becomes a meditation that
allows your unconscious to start forming from all
the research, the reading of the play, listening to
the director, all of those resources coalesces and
connects in the unconscious while you’re actually
building the physical theater. It’s a very Zen exer-
cise. By the time you’ve done that, and hopefully
you haven’t made any mathematical mistakes
there, you start assembling bits and pieces,
gables, poles, trees, you get the bits of furniture
out there, and after a while sometimes it happens
in fifteen minutes sometimes it happens in fifteen
days. Usually with my process, the design mani-
fests itself rather quickly after I’ve built the
model house.

CC::  How much influence do directors have over this
process? 

J: What a designer does is listening to the direc-
tor listening to the play. I’ve been fortunate
enough to work with really brilliant directors. I
find that somewhere germinating in their thinking

are the seeds to the design. And if I listen care-
fully enough and if I concentrate on identifying
and discovering the instincts that brought them to
the statements they make about interpretation,
you begin to find that whether or not they can
express it specifically, the foundation for the
design is within their thought process. I try and
harvest it as best I can. When I’m away from
them, I take that active presence and it coalesces
with my thoughts, and my research, and my think-
ing. 

CC::  Since you’ve been spending considerable time
in the past few years working in colleges and uni-
versities, what are the biggest differences you see
between professional and academic theater? 

J: One is union, one isn’t, one has money, the
other one doesn’t. One has usually a support
group of assistants and technicians that you don’t
get in academia. But the importance of all that is
that it takes you back to those days when you first
began working in high school or college yourself
working very bare bones. Or when I first got to
New York working in the Lion Theater Company
off broadway where we built and painted all the

scenery ourselves. Before there was even any
notion of doing any shows on Broadway, it was all
about doing them in school and doing them in
church basements or whatever setting we could
rent in New York that we could afford. The aca-
demic experience is very closely tied to the initial
experiences I had when I first started off as a
designer back in 1976.

CC::  If you had to give advice to a young John
Arnone right after he has graduated from college,
what would you tell him? 

J: You have to trust in your instincts. If you’re
driven to be in this business, there’s the possibil-
ity that maybe you should be in this business, but
the only way you find [that out] is like with any
journey in life -- you got to try it. Practically
speaking, you don’t wait until your last year of
school either as an undergrad or a grad to start
thinking about this. Early on, you start forging
relationships with your fellow students in terms of
actors, directors, and writers and start building a
coterie of collaborators that you can bank on once
you’ve left school.
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Confessions of a Celluloid Junkie
BY ANDREAS STOEHR

Häxan

What a strange two weeks it’s been – midterm break, hectic deadlines, and learning that having your
computer catastrophically collapse can actually lead to watching more movies. And here are the fruits of
that unexpected boon. This week’s theme is documentaries.

If you’re at all skeptical about the merits of silent film, then stop reading this and go watch Häxan:
Witchcraft Through the Ages (1922). The product of years of research by Danish director Benjamin
Christensen, the film is a visually striking look into medieval attitudes toward witchery. Residing in that
all-too-rare genre of docu-horror, it shows through woodcuts and reenactments how accusations of witch-
craft arose, the rituals witches were suspected of performing, and most gruesomely of all, the fate of
accused witches, culminating in a montage of various real-life torture devices in use. Other highlights
include risqué scenes of witches literally kissing the ass of a magnificently creepy Satan and Black
Sabbaths with infant sacrifices. So for a disturbing glimpse into both a forgotten corner of silent film and
the very real history of witch-hunting, I implore you to seek out Häxan.

Speaking of lost film history, I recently watched the 1995 documentary The Celluloid Closet, based
on Vito Russo’s landmark book of the same name. A valuable resource for exploring sexuality in film, it
features extensive clips drawn from a wide range of movies, some even surprising me: what’s this, a visit
to a gay bar in Call Her Savage (1932)? Moving from Algie the Miner (1912) to Philadelphia (1993), the
film traces the progress of queer images in film, and is sure to thrill the curious viewer. Among the best
interview segments are critic Susie Bright’s reminiscences of discovering Young Man with a Horn (1950)
and The Children’s Hour (1961).

One film whose existence I learned about only recently is Millennium Actress (2001). From Satoshi
Kon, director of great anime like the series Paranoia Agent and the film Paprika, it’s infused with his
unique brand of surrealism, but with a more coherent purpose: deconstructing the life of a reclusive
Japanese actress, as seen through the eyes of an admiring documentary filmmaker. The narrative inter-
twines her memories of 20th century Japan with images of her film career (including pastiches of Throne
of Blood and Godzilla), and concerns her relationship with a political prisoner, who gives her the key “to
the most important thing.” As it traces the actress’s struggle to find her lost love, it also examines the
connection between real life and the dream lives portrayed in film, leading to a bittersweet finale.
Between its varied animation styles and compelling subject matter, I find Millennium Actress just as
beautiful as the better-known works of Miyazaki.

Millennium Actress

CINEMA

It’s easy to forget about quiet, sensitive films
and trailers when so much Internet hype surrounds
the appearance of film thrill rides and spectacles.
By all means, you should mosey on over to
Apple.com/trailers or movies.yahoo.com to take a
quick gander at the technological wonders and
filmmaking magic in high–definition trailers of
Push, G.I. Joe, Transformers 2: Rise of the Fallen,
and Terminator 4. Cool, eh?

Now, lets approach some film trailers that are
sometimes as vague as action film teasers, but
more striking in their quiet ambiguity. I selected
trailers these trailers because they’re ones I have
been re–viewing when I needed a short break from
work and wanted something soothing and a little
haunting to view. For the most part, the films
themselves are not available for rental or theatrical
distribution in the U.S. yet (or as in the case of
You, the Living, might be overlooked entirely), so
all the more reason to check them out.

Some Quiet Trailers for Noisy Times
BY ANDREW TATGE

Hunger (2008)
2008
http://www.hungerthemovie.co.uk/#/video/

Ballast (2008)
http://ballastfilm.com/trailer

You, the Living (2007)(Du Levande)
Youtube search
The 1:52 minute one is much better quality,
1:53 one has subs (for the very minimal dialog)

You, the Living

Hunger
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Review of He’s Just Not That Into You
BY ERIN ANDERSON

As an avid movie-goer and woman who often
faces difficulties when it comes to the pursuit of
romance, I figured it would be appropriate to go
see the newest box office hit He's Just Not That
Into You. Not being a huge fan of romance films,
I was mostly excited to check out the movie's all-
star cast including Scarlett Johansson, Jennifer
Aniston, Jennifer Connelly, Ginnifer Goodwin,
Drew Barrymore, Justin Long (the dude from
Waiting), Ben Affleck, Bradley Cooper, and Kevin
Connolly (Eric from Entourage). So I settled into
the comfy movie theater seats with my two good
buds and my super size popcorn and pop, not
really knowing what to expect.

The film opens up with a scene that wonder-
fully sets the stage for what is come—it features
a little girl being verbally abused by a little boy at
a playground. She seeks advice from her mother
about the incident, and her mother simply says,
“He treated you that way because he likes you!”
Reassuring, huh? Not according to the narrator,
who refutes these words of wisdom with the mem-
orable quote “We are all programmed to believe
that if a guy acts like a total jerk that means he
likes you.” From here on out, the film moves at a

great pace as it follows the trials and tribulations
of nine young people in their search for the per-
fect relationship.

Unlike most romantic comedies I have seen in
my day, this one did not give an exact equation for
what a successful, happy romance is; it admits
that sometimes the road to love is a bit (or in
many of these characters’ cases, extremely) rocky.
As the movie progresses, it covers all the bases in
the relationship game and accurately profiles the
different types of players: the girl who puts herself
out there too much, the loving and devoted wife
who doesn't want to face the reality of her failing
marriage, the asshole husband who cheats, the
woman having an affair with the married man, the
man hopelessly in love with the woman who loves
him only as a friend, the woman who wants more,
the man who is unwilling to give her more, and the
guy who wants to be a “player”. The film does a
great job following each type of character as they
face the difficulties of love and doesn't leave out
explanations for the harsh realities that a lot of
people never want to face. At times, people get
screwed over because they decide to pursue an
asshole. Sometimes, chasing after a married man

He might not be that into her, but that’s not what Justin Long’s posture, eyes, lips, and
hand are telling this pretty lady.

isn't the best idea. Or even worse, sometimes
people don't call you back because they just don't
give a crap about ever talking to you again.

There are tons of witty quotes and hilarious
personal confessions dispersed throughout the
dialogue about past relationships that failed (my
favorite being the two overweight black woman
talking about how their cure for a breakup is ribs
and ice cream). This is exactly why I enjoyed He's
Just Not That Into You—it doesn't feed you a
bunch of bullshit about love. It's honest and
hilarious because of its honesty.

Basically, I am not a cuddly, lovey-dovey type
of person, and, after seeing this movie, I am still
not that type of person. If anything, I have real-
ized how idiotic people can be about love; con-
stantly making excuses about why things aren't
working out when it's pretty obvious that he or she
is just not that into you! For all you single people
out there, see this movie if you're ready to finally
face the music as to why you are single (or if you
just don't really care that much and want to laugh
at some seriously hilarious dialogue). If you are
currently dating someone and need a good date
idea for the upcoming holiday (Valentine's Day), I
would highly recommend this film if you have not
recently fouled up any aspect of your relationship
with your significant other. If so, there's always
Gran Torino.

Ben Affleck and Jennifer Aniston. Is he
that into her? View to find out.
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Who’s that cute boy in the photo? He looks like he’s from New York; I wish he
were MY Valentine. Too bad he’s so far away from Northfield. OH WELL. Make
yourself feel better by searching for SIX differences between the two photos I
was able to take of cutie New York boy.

Mike Lysonski Lloyd Cags

Gabriel Silberblatt

Nathaniel Rosenblum

Kohei

S. Rishad

Carter Kittleson

Carter Biewen

Teddy Gelderman

Andrew McClung

Jabir Yusoff

Samir Blaha

Eric Handler

Jeff Rzeszotarski

Brian Lambert

Bjorn Becker-Linder

Andrew Snyder

Scott Bierman

Turner Wadington

Alper Dikmen

Ryan Babbush

A girl

Kel

Kenan

Sean Pep

Hunter Martin

Joe Sjoberg

Haisheng

Your Mom

Cap’n G

Seth Jonker

Dirk Dijkstal

Just 2 Guys

Dark
Horses

Practically
Legends

Early
Favorites
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Although Vinayak’s name is still firmly imprinted on the walls of Carleton’s bathroom stalls and the minds
of its students, his departure has left a void to be filled. The Carl has narrowed down the search for the next
graffiti superstar to the 32 most likely contenders and left them to prove themselves in the only arena fiercer
than the stall: the bracket. Submit answers to box 1015 to anoint the next hero. Next week: Babes.

Choosing the New
Vinayak BY KYLE KRAMER



14 days until Street Fighter: The Legend of
Chun-Li comes out. While it is true that
movies based on videogames are bad and
movies based on plotless videogames tend to
be worse, the trailer makes it seem like this
movie is embracing that stupidity by being
one hugely awesome action sequence. Also
legitimately exciting is the presence of rock-
et-launcher-firing Michael Clarke Duncan as
Balrog, the Mike Tyson knockoff from Street
Fighter II. Also “starring” are Smallville's
Kristin Kreuk as the title character and Taboo
(the least-known Black Eyed Pea, who appar-
ently knows Jeet Kune Do) as Vega. While
this is probably just going to be an orgy of
stupidity and nostalgia for SFII fans, there is
a small possibility it could actually be cool—
check it out (or don't) on February 27.
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0 days until Tyrone Hayes comes to
speak at the Chapel for convocation.
You don’t know who Dr. Hayes is?
He’s the one who's done all that
research on how atrazine has affect-
ed frog populations in the United
States. You’re telling me you don’t
know what atrazine is? Where have
you been?!?! Saturn?!? Atrazine is
not one of the drugs Lil Wayne takes
but is instead an herbicide that
emasculates frogs by lowering their
testosterone to extremely low levels.
The same effect purportedly occurs
in humans, and it's a carcinogen;
we're not sure what the exact deal
is, but be there or be a sterile, car-
cinogenic square.

24 days until a pretty excellent show-
case of Minnesota hip-hop talent. On
Monday, March 9, Atmosphere and
Brother Ali headline at the Fine Line
Café in Minneapolis, with some lesser
known but still pretty excellent artists
lower on the bill. Those include
Atmosphere collaborators DJ Plain Ole
Bill and St. Paul Slim, who once let
loose with the line “This is why I'm
cold, I'm Minnesota nice / if you buy
my CD I will give you special price!”
While this show doesn't include the
most famous Rhymesayer (the not-at-
all-from-Minnesota MF DOOM) or
either of the ones that just dropped
albums (Jake One and P.O.S.), it
should still be an ill night of ill
local(ish) hip-hop.

1 day until the highly anticipated (or feared) V-Day. From what we’ve gathered,
V-Day is the day that every person on campus joins together in celebrating the
23rd element, vanadium. Everyone gets a free catalyst for their sulphuric acid
factory and some specialty steel! What’s that? That’s not the point? Then why
call it V-Day?!?!? In all seriousness, we have a collective sinking feeling that
the most important point of the real version of V-Day won’t be articulated
amidst the chaos of the plethora of angry primary reproductive organs. Bottom
line: respect the woman you’re with, and if you’re not with anyone, respect the
ones who respect you back.

Days Until

The Countdown BY MAX BEARAK AND FRANK FIRKE

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25

0 days until the technical beginning of baseball season, with pitchers and catchers reporting. While nothing
especially interesting happens until the World Baseball Classic (baseball's World Cup, starting March 5), it
means we can officially start hoping for our teams to win championships and hoping our rivals choke, yet
again. Among the big storylines: Will the Cubs finally break through? (Our money's on the Large Hadron
Collider taking out Earth before that ever happens.) Can the Devil Rays win the AL East again despite the
Yankees reloading? (We hope.) What will be the fallout from A-Rod's admission that he took steroids? (Who
knows.) Finally, Barry Bonds's perjury trial, featuring the possibility that even more embarrassing shit comes
out, starts March 2.
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